and we are happy to really happy Houston

console Munich Tsukuba Moscow it's great
day for us because we have wrote road to

home but each day maybe each night you

will have a dream to return here again
to see our guys our friends like today's
great day for me because six years ago

we know like working here just a little

more than six months it was great

expedition for me great I hope for Oleg

in 2007-2010 we just a little only two

weeks head between our expedition but

now we are together and I am very lucky

than awake its next commander station we
are like it only 22 home and we known

the station now in great strong hands

and very smart very international and

this great day I would like to say each

mcc thank you very very much it's real

it was great time to walk with you I

hope me met on ground in just a little

several hours yes and I would like to

say bye expedition 37 anybody welcome on

board for expedition 37 38 sorry Oleg

hahahahaha Yadier in expedition 38 Rick

Mastracchio Koichi Wakata Michael

children Michael Hopkins

Sergey ryazanskiy an expedition 38
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commander Oleg Kotov welcome on board

again hello everyone hello everyone on the ground so again I'm really glad to pick up in the extinction for my first commander further your chicken and from his excellent crew and station is really in good shape and everything is fun just awesome and I really lit assumes it commander this station and looking forward to work with you with all ground teams all ends controllers all MCCS so just thank you for your support and expedition 38 now now now on the station thank you it's up ma square I've silence
se Moscow come on do your three switch I

44
00:03:14,449 --> 00:03:21,679
am taking over the commander of

45
00:03:16,609 --> 00:03:25,129
expedition 38 welcome on board welcome

46
00:03:21,680 --> 00:03:27,459
increment 38 and good luck to us and our

47
00:03:25,129 --> 00:03:27,459
work